The cartilage tissue in the human TMJ was clearly visible and distinguishable from bone after contrast enhancement with Optiray ( Fig. 1a, 1b ). Furthermore, three-dimensional bone reconstructions enabled quantitative analysis and detection of bone abnormalities (Fig. 1c ). Easy discrimination between cartilage and SCB allowed for separate visualization in 3D reconstruction and for measures on cartilage thickness ( Fig. 1b, 1d ). The average cartilage thickness was 0.33±0.04 mm (range: 0.28−0.36 mm) and 0.32±0.22 mm (range: 0.072−0.695 mm) for the healthy and OA-classified samples, respectively.
Purpose: Semiquantitative (SQ) assessment of synovitis in osteoarthritis (OA) studies is usually performed on non-contrast enhanced proton density weighted fat suppressed (PDFS) or T2 weighted MRI sequences using signal changes in Hoffa's fat pad (HFP) as a surrogate for synovial thickening. It is not known if these signal changes in Hoffa's fat pad correlate well with true synovial thickening in the peripatellar region as seen on contrast enhanced T1w MRI. The aims of this study were (1) to evaluate the diagnostic performance of signal changes in HFP assessed on non-contrast enhanced MRI using synovial thickness assessed on contrast enhanced MRI as the reference standard and (2) to assess the association of signal changes in HFP and peripatellar synovial thickness with pain on walking up or down stairs. Methods: The Multicenter Osteoarthritis (MOST) Study is a NIH-funded longitudinal observational study of individuals who have or are at high risk for knee OA. All subjects with available non-contrast enhanced and contrast enhanced MRI at the 30-month follow-up visit were included. MRI readings were performed by two experienced musculoskeletal radiologists (FWR, AG). Signal changes in HFP were semiquantitatively scored from 0 to 3 in the infrapatellar and intercondylar subregions on non-contrast enhanced PDFS sequences. Peripatellar synovial thickness was scored on contrast enhanced T1w sequences in five subregions (infrapatellar, intercondylar, suprapatellar, medial and lateral parapatellar regions) as grade 0 -normal (<2 mm), grade 1 (2−4 mm), and grade 2 (>4 mm). Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of HFP signal changes were calculated considering the synovial thickness measurements in the infrapatellar and intercondylar subregions on contrast-enhanced MRI as the reference standard. We further evaluated the association between HFP signal changes and synovial thickness (only maximum scores of all subregions evaluated were considered for the analysis) with pain on walking up or down stairs using logistic regression (WOMAC score dichotomized into pain or no pain). Adjustment was performed for age, gender, BMI, and radiographic OA (ROA). Results: 393 knees were included (women: 46.1%, mean age 58.8, mean BMI 29.5, prevalence of knee ROA: 26.2%). Signal changes in HFP were detected in 315 knees (80.2%) and abnormal peripatellar synovial thickness was detected in 200 knees (50.9%). Sensitivity of infrapatellar and intercondylar signal changes in HFP was high (71% and 88%), but specificity was low (55% and 29%). Accuracy was 58% and 51%. A significant association with pain was shown only for grade 3 signal changes in HFP (adjusted odds ratio (OR) 2.5; table 1), and grade 2 peripatellar synovial thickness (adjusted OR 4.1; table 1). Synovial thickness on contrast enhanced MRI performed better in discriminating pain status than signal changes in HFP on non-contrast enhanced MRI.
Conclusions:
Signal changes in HFP detected on non-contrast enhanced MRI are a sensitive but non-specific surrogate for the assessment of peripatellar synovitis. Our data suggests that contrast enhanced MRI identifies associations with pain better than non-contrast enhanced MRI. SQ assessment of synovitis should ideally be performed on contrast enhanced MRI. Measurements of medial compartment minimum JSW (mJSW) and JSW at fixed locations were made by a semi-automated software tool that delineated the femoral and tibial margins of the joint. Measures of JSW were defined as the distance from the tibial margin to the femur margin at fixed locations on the coordinate system shown in Figure 1 . In a previous study it was determined that the most longitudinally responsive location for measuring JSW was at x = 0.25. To assess changes in tibial plateau angle between baseline and followup, we calculated the distance between the tibial rim and tibial plateau on the digitized image at the location x = 0.2 according to the coordinate system at both visits. Ball bearings placed on the frame, allowed for the measurement of the x-ray beam angle at the joint line at each visit, and the change in angle between visits. We used a software method to measure the change in beam angle between baseline and follow-up for 115 subjects. For the remainder of the knees, our automated method was not able to determine the beam angle at one or both visits, due to software failures and poor quality images.
Using linear regression, we tested the hypotheses that there were associations between change in JSW between baseline and follow-up and the change in rim alignment and the change in beam angle. Results: Figure 2 is a graph of the baseline to follow-up change in JSW versus the absolute value of the change in tibia rim distance. Figure 3 is a graph of the baseline to follow-up change in JSW versus the absolute value of the change in x-ray beam angle. Linear regression (Table 1) showed that there was no association between either change in tibial rim alignment or change in beam angle and the change in JSW.
We found that increases in the measured JSW from baseline to a one year follow-up did not appear to be due to inconsistent subject positioning or x-ray beam angle. The results imply that post acquisition correction for subjects with inconsistent flexion and beam angle may not improve the JSW accuracy. The data also suggest JSW measurements, using the fixed flexion technique and the positioning frame, are robust to changes in subject positioning and beam angle. Measurements of lateral and medial compartment JSW at fixed locations were facilitated by the use of automated software that delineated the femoral and tibial margins of the joint. Measures of JSW were defined as the distance from the tibial margin to the femur margin at fixed locations on the coordinate system shown in Figure 1 . JSW was measured at nine fixed locations (x = 0.7, x = 0.725, x = 0.75, x = 0.775 x = 0.8, x = 0.825, x = 0.85, x = 0.875, and x = 0.9) A subset of 22 subjects were defined as having lateral compartment OA based on an anatomical angle of greater than 3 degrees valgus. Lateral compartment minimum JSW (mJSW) was measured for this subset. A human reader operated custom software to verify and correct the software-drawn margins where necessary. Paired images were displayed with the reader blinded to the time point. The average and standard deviation of the JSW loss, and the standardized response means (SRMs) are reported. Results: Table 1 provides measurements of JSW gain for the 28 subjects defined as having medial compartment OA. Increased JSW is observed for locations in the outer portion of the joint (higher x value). Table 2 gives the results for the 22 subjects defined as having lateral compartment OA.
Here, decreased JSW is evident for locations in the more central portion of the joint (lower x value). To investigate the lateral compartment widening for medial compartment OA, we examined the correlation between JSW (x = 0.2) and JSW (x = 0.8), for the 28 subjects with an anatomical angle 3 degrees. A modest negative correlation was observed (R = −0.20, p = 0.15, Figure 2 ). 
